Condiments & Wood Chips
Create bold flavors that will keep customers coming back for more!
Smokaroma® Sauce is a unique blend of ingredients in a convenient pre-measured package.
Simply add one package to a number ten can of your favorite ketchup, mix with water and
you have over a gallon of flavorful sauce that you customers will love!
Smokaroma Sauce can heighten the taste of everything from burgers to brisket. Because
Smokaroma Sauce is a concentrated dry mix, packages can be stored easily and maintain a
long shelf life.
Wood Chips, Red Rub, Sauce Mix and
One Step Prep

One Step Prep® makes your menu offerings come alive! This unique blend of spices can be
applied to foods in one easy step; simply sprinkle One Step Prep liberally over all sides of
meats and rub before cooking. One Step Prep is a seasoning rub that is delectable when
added to meats fish poultry, vegetables and much more!

Sauce Mix
Part Number

Description

Smokaroma Red Rub is formulated especially for poultry and fish, with a mild flavor and

00SS15

15 Individual Bags

00SS25

Bulk, 25# Carton

appetizing color. Red Rub is available in packages of 15-16 oz. bags or the convenient 25

00SS50Q

Bulk, 50# Carton

pound bulk pack.
Enhance flavor profiles and enjoy smokehouse flavor with Smokaroma Wood Chips.

One Step Prep® Mix
Part Number

Smokaroma offers two varieties, Hickory and Mesquite.

Description

00SP15

15 Individual Bags

00SP25

Bulk, 25# Carton

Hickory is a popular wood used for smoking. It is sweet, yet strong, bacon-like flavor is
phenomenal with poultry, pork, ham, beef and sausage.

Red Rub Mix
Part Number

A longtime favorite smoking wood in the southern United States, Mesquites’ bold, strong

Description

00SR15

15 Individual Bags

00SR25

Bulk, 25# Carton

essence enlivens full-bodied meats such as beef, duck, chicken and lamb. Mesquite can
also compliment seafood and vegetables.
Smokaroma Wood Chips are available individually in 2-pound packages, or in cases of 12.

Hickory Chips
Part Number

Description

00CH01

Single Bag

00CHP6

12, 2# Bags

Mesquite Chips
Part Number

Description

00CH02

Single Bag

00CHP-M

12, 2# Bags
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